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Abstract
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politicians better will improve their performance. The paper lays

out a political agency model with adverse selection and moral

hazard where politicians are subject to two-period term limits.

This model provides a number of predictions about how the pay

of politicians affects agency problems. We also consider what

happens when the pool of politicians is endogenous. The main

ideas in the model are confronted with data on U.S. Governors.
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1 Introduction

While a great deal of attention has been paid to the remuneration of chief

executives in the private sector, comparatively little has been written

about political chief executives such as Prime Ministers and Presidents.

But pay setting for politicians is an important issue and the pros and

cons of wage increases are often hotly debated. This lecture focuses

on two questions — (i) What is the effect (theoretically speaking) of

changing the remuneration paid to politicians? (ii) Is there any evidence

that such remuneration affects the behavior of politicians or who chooses

to run for office?

To set the scene, it is interesting to look at a small selective sample of

political chief executives. To this end, Table 1 gives some figures for four

countries — the U.K., U.S.A., France and Sweden. The U.S. President

is the best paid at around $400,000 with the British Prime minister

coming second at $270,000. The worst paid is the French President

at $70,000 — worse than a starting assistant professor in Economics in

a U.S. University! Relative to income per capita, the ranking is also

preserved. The U.K. and U.S.A. both pay around ten times national

income per capita, while France pays only three times. However, these

jobs carry very different responsibilities. The third row standardizes the

salaries of these chief executives relative to the size of the government

budget. On this basis, the U.S. President is actually the worst paid with

Sweden now topping the league table followed by the U.K.. The fourth

row standardizes this by population size. The Swedish prime minister

is now comfortable the best paid, with the U.K. second. France and

the U.S. look fairly similar on this basis. These numbers are only

illustrative, but they serve to focus our mind on the issues at hand.

Officials may also have very different domains of responsibility, terms
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and methods of accountability. Any serious comparison of wages would

have standardize across payments from different sources and job de-

scription. It is largely for this reason that the empirical analysis in this

lecture focuses on a very specific group — Governors in the U.S..

A data set for U.S. Governors provides a more comparable source

since they perform largely similar tasks in a common institutional set-

ting. The Governor of California is paid $165,000 to preside over a bud-

get of $150 billion (including Federal funds) with a population of roughly

34 million, while the Governor of Montana is paid around $84,000 to pre-

side over a budget of $3 billion and a population of just 900,000. The

average pay of a Governor in 2000 was $105,000. To put this in perspec-

tive, the median CEO compensation package for the Mercer/Wall Street

Journal Survey of the 350 biggest publicly held companies is around

$6.1 million.1

The main justification for the high level of chief executive compen-

sation levels is that it generates good incentives and enhances corporate

performance. This can be thought of in a standard principal agent

model where it is difficult to monitor the actions of managers — mone-

tary incentives are needed to diminish any conflict of interest between

managers and shareholders. The efficacy of monetary incentives in po-

litical settings is far from clear. Discussions have frequently adopted

a view based on the notion that political service is a calling and that

money is a distraction. This is nicely illustrated by the following quote

from an article published in The Idaho Statesman of 1945 complaining

about the behavior of the incumbent Senator:

“The best of our public officials don’t seek their positions for

1See http://www.mercerhr.com/knowledgecenter/reportsummary.jhtml/dynamic/idContent/1089750
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the money. There are other and infinitely greater rewards.

For a senator who can win it, there is the respect of his ablest

colleagues, and that is something no money-chaser has ever

had. There is his own respect to win and keep, and his

conscience to live with, while devoting himself faithfully to

the welfare of his country. And after his long service is over

there is the monument to himself in the memory and the

gratitude of the people he served. If such deep and abiding

gratifications don’t make your salary seem rather incidental,

then you don’t belong there, and the people of Idaho will be

happy to relieve you of the job in 1950.”2

This view belongs to a respectable tradition that views the political

process as a means of getting the right people to make policy decisions.

In this vein, the great American political scientist, V.O. Key argued

that:

“(t)he nature of the workings of government depends ulti-

mately on the men who run it. The men we elect to of-

fice and the circumstances we create that affect their work

determine the nature of popular government. Let there be

emphasis on those we elect to office. Legislators, governors

and other such elective functionaries ultimately fix the ba-

sic tone and character of state government.” V.O. Key (1956

page 10).

This sentiment should also make sense to economists. Thus, Lazear and

Rosen (1980) note that:

2From “Salaries of Politicians by Vardis Fisher, The Idaho Statesman, January 16,

1945 available at http://library.boisestate.edu/special/fishercolumn/number8.htm.
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“Public service has always been viewed as a social obligation,

somehow different from other careers, and the responsibili-

ties, duties, and personal conduct of public officials has been

regarded somewhat differently from those of people holding

positions in the private economy.” Lazear and Rosen (1980

page 101).

But how exactly do such sentiments factor into political agency and the

role of elections in improving the quality of policy? How should they

affect wage setting policies? These are the issues that will concern

me here. While not seeking to re-instate the benevolent government

paradigm entirely, the approach that I will take will put greater weight

on the importance of selection. Following Key and others, I take it as a

possibility that some individuals are more publicly spirited than others

and that one role of good governance is to get the right people (persons

of character to use a phrase favoured by James Maddison) making social

decisions. This is not to argue that standard self-interest concerns are

not important — problems such as bribery and corruption which infect

many aspects of public life are grounded in the self-interest motive in

politics.

The possibility of benevolence is somewhat at odds with the domi-

nant traditions in political economy emanating from Chicago and Vir-

ginia. They are founded on applying standard economic reasoning to

political life — this includes the presumption that actors are narrowly self-

interested. Thus, in his characterization of the Public Choice approach,

Buchanan (1989) takes it as given that “Individuals must be modeled

as seeking to further their own narrow-self interest, narrowly defined,

in terms of measured net wealth position, as predicted or expected.”

(Buchanan (1989, page 20)). He also suggests that “(t)o improve pol-
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itics, it is necessary to improve or reform rules, the framework within

which the game of politics is played. There is no suggestion that im-

provement lies in the selection of morally superior agents who will use

their powers in some “public interest” (Buchanan (1989, page 18)).

In political life, perhaps the most basic incentive comes from the need

to be re-elected — politicians who do not do what voters like are removed

from office. Barro (1973) suggested an approach to incentives in politics

where elections are used to discipline incumbents.3 This has spawned a

significant interest in political agency problems. Since wages affect the

value of holding office, then using the standard logic of efficiency wages,

it should be easier to inculcate policy in the voters’ interest when wages

are high.4

The approach that I take here allows for unobserved heterogeneity in

the types of politicians (adverse selection) as well as unobserved actions

(moral hazard). We are then able to consider the role of wages in

sorting politicians as well as their role in achieving discipline in the

standard way. I construct an agency model with two main features.

First, time is infinite and there are successive generations of politicians

each of whom can serve at most two terms. Second, the politicians can

choose to enter politics and their decision to do so depends upon their

outside option and their payoffs in political office. The main innovation

proposed here is to embed the agency model in a framework where the

pool of politicians is endogenous.

This lecture will look primarily at theory. However, it also con-

siders evidence from a very particular source — U.S. Governors. The

standard political agency model with a single agent directly accountable

3See also Ferejohn (1986).
4This argument was put forward for public sector employees in general in Becker

and Stigler (1974).
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to the voters has an air of reasonableness about it in this case. More-

over, Besley and Case (1995a,b) has suggested that some of the model’s

predictions appear consistent with some aspects of policy making for

taxes and spending. U.S. Governors also afford us a reasonable amount

of data. We have information about wages and political behavior of

Governors for over forty years.

The remainder of the lecture is organized as follows. In the next

section, I discuss some background issues and the existing literature on

politicians’ pay. In the following section, I set out a simple theoretical

model. In the first instance, the pool of politicians is taken as fixed.

Subsequently, I generalize the model to allow for selection into politics.

We discuss a number of extensions in section four. In section five, the

ideas in the model are confronted with data on U.S. Governors. Section

five concludes.

2 Background

The kinds of contracts that regulate political life are clearly incomplete

in a variety of ways. Politicians tend to be regulated by career concerns5

(broadly defined) rather than by formal incentive contracts. The main

incentive mechanism is re-election. This gives the voters an opportunity

to reward or punish a politician for his poor performance while in office.

One striking feature of political compensation is that we do not observe

schemes that pay for performance, so-called high powered incentives.

However, there is no obvious reason why constitutional arrangements

could not be found that injected some form of monetary incentive into

political life. For example, politicians’ pay could be uprated according

to the number of times that they have been re-elected. In fact, we do

5See Holmstrom(1999) for the seminal analysis of career concerns.
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sometimes see this happening through pension arrangements. Pay could

also be tied to certain key observable outcomes such as tax increases,

budget deficits and efficiency measures. In fact, the latter are becom-

ing more popular in public bureaucracies. Nonetheless, high powered

incentive schemes seem non-existent in political life.

There would clearly be practical difficulties in instituting formal con-

stitutional arrangements for incentive pay. It might be difficult to ar-

ticulate many objectives such as “doing what voters want” — it is hard

to discern which voters and which issues would be granted primary im-

portance in this context. Even with more objective indicators, there

would be difficulties in defining these in precise and non-manipulable

ways. Indeed, the experience with target setting in public bureaucra-

cies has shown the difficulty of creating clear and credible performance

measures that cannot easily be gamed.

It is also clear that politicians are charged with a wide variety of

tasks which compete for their attention. The most measurable of these

tasks are not necessarily the most important. Thus, standard setting

in easily quantifiable tasks would risk diverting attention from the most

socially valuable allocation of time. This is the familiar multi-tasking

problem analyzed in Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991).

Since politicians are serving many constituencies, there is also the

danger that different components of their remuneration could be set by

different groups. Some groups would wish to see greater attention paid

to environmental issues while others might see trade or macro-economics

as a paramount concern. If there were some way of bringing all of the

principals together and coordinating their actions, this would create a

coherent set of incentives. But if there are multiple competing princi-

pals, then they could end up competing with one another to get their
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cause attended to.6 In fact, thinking about the issue this way, shows how

public transfers to politicians in the form of explicit monetary bonuses

might actually increase the supply of private transfers from lobbying

groups who seek to undo the effect of public sector incentives. The

overall result would likely be flatter incentives.

A final reason for flat incentive schemes could also be that politics

selects motivated agents who are willing to supply effort without the

need for incentive payments. This is the theme of Besley and Ghatak

(2003) who apply the idea to bureaucratic incentives.7 If individuals

sort into tasks according to the extent of their motivation, then the need

for explicit incentives is attenuated.

But how well are politicians paid relative to other occupations? It is

remarkably difficult to get a coherent picture. First, compensation does

not only come in the form of direct pay; it includes “allowances” such

as housing, transportation and pension rights. As we noted above, the

data on U.S. Governors suggested a wide variation in pay rates. Second,

job descriptions vary enormously. For example, in accordance with the

Texas Constitution, the legislature meets in a regular legislative session

in Austin once every two years.

When deciding how politicians should be paid, one route would be

to link public and private sector pay explicitly, for example by finding

some kind of comparable private sector job as a benchmark for that in the

public sector. However, as Lazear and Rosen (1980) note, the principle

of comparability has only limited relevance. How for example, would

one find a suitable comparator for a U.S. Governor or a Prime Minister.

Public-private wage differentials reinforce the idea that monetary factors

6For a discussion of the multiple principals problem in politics, see Dixit (1996).
7See Frey (1997) for an insightful discussion of motivation in economics empha-

sising the importance of intrinsic motivation.
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play a fairly small role in the decision to enter government service. Also,

viewing the problem as purely a comparability issue neglects the more

fundamental questions of selection and incentives which ought to ground

the problem.

In principle there are two sets of issues to be studied — (i) what

determines politicians’ wages? and (ii) do they affect the behavior of

politicians or change the composition of the pool of potential politicians?

This paper will look mainly at the second of these.

A sizeable political science literature on politicians’ pay devotes rel-

atively more attention to the sorting effects of pay. For example Squire

(1992) considers the argument that legislative diversity will increase as

it is possible for larger array of people to run for office. He studies the

issue at the level of state legislatures in the U.S. to see whether it reduces

the “white-male lawyer” bias in political representation. He finds that

higher wages (and greater professionalization in general) are correlated

with representation of minorities. Sollars (1994) looks at the determi-

nation of legislative pay rather than its consequences. He constructs

comparable numbers of legislator pay across states which factor in the

differences in time commitment and expense allowances. His analysis

gives a sense of the wide diversity in the remuneration. For example, for

the 1988-89, a legislator in California was paid around $41,000 compared

to around $9,000 in Arkansas and $4,200 in Utah. Thus, the differences

in salaries are not small.

Incentive effects of pay have received much less attention. However,

Coates (1999) looks at whether there is a link between state economic

performance and the pay of politicians. He finds a positive correlation

between salaries and the quantity of legislation passed, but little vari-
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ation with economic growth at the state level.8 Di Tella and Fisman

(2001) look at determinants of Gubernatorial wages in the U.S. To this

end, they assemble a series on wages of U.S. governors. They find that

favorable state economic conditions (particularly income per capita) are

positively correlated with wage increases among governors.

The problem of candidate selection can fruitfully be addressed using

the citizen candidate framework developed by Osborne and Slivinsky

(1996) and Besley and Coate (1997). A number of papers have consid-

ered the importance of electoral rewards using the approach. Messner

and Polborn (2001) consider a pure public good provision game in which

citizens choose to enter and consider how changing the wage on offer to

politicians can induce greater entry by competent candidates. Pout-

varra and Takalo (2003) develop a model in which the value of holding

office impinges on candidate quality via its affect on election campaigns.

They find a possibly non-monotonic relationship between the value of

office holding and candidate quality. Caselli and Morelli (2003) also in-

vestigates the incentives for competent and dishonest individuals to run

for office — they make the useful observation, echoed in the model below,

that the biggest incentives to seek political office may reside with those

who are least fit to hold it.9 In common with the analysis below, they

show that increasing the rewards to holding political office increases the

quality of the political class.

Here, I use a political agency model with moral hazard and adverse

selection. Originating with the work of Barro (1973) and Ferejohn

8This is consistent with the evidence suggesting that electoral success of Governors

are not linked to state economic performance.
9Ferejohn (1986) also observes that “To the extent that the value of office is

determined by the (legal or illegal) behavior of incumbent politicians, that value

may tend to be set at a higher level than voters would wish.
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(1986), these models treat politicians as agents and elections as means

of providing incentives. Politicians have private information and may

also have unobserved types. Among the many applications, these mod-

els have been used to illuminate the origins of political business cycles

(Rogoff 1990), the incentives for government to implement inefficient

transfer policies (Coate and Morris 1995), the tax setting behavior of

U.S. governors (Besley and Case 1995a,b), and the impact of the sep-

aration of powers or other political institutions (Persson, Roland and

Tabellini 1997, 2000). Le Borgne and Lockwood (2001) combine a

citizen-candidate model with a political agency framework.

The analysis is linked to the argument that certain occupations should

be paid efficiency wages. The idea, first formalized by Becker and Stigler

(1974), is that higher wages will reduce moral hazard when accompanied

by suitable monitoring. Coates (1999) makes this argument explicitly

for politicians.10 But this view tends to take a homogeneous view of the

pool of workers. As argued by Besley and McLaren (1993), when po-

tential workers are heterogeneous, then the case for efficiency wages is

weaker since by reducing malfeasance, it can make it difficult to improve

the quality of the work force over time. This selection effect makes high

wage strategies less attractive. An additional consideration concerns

the extent to which the initial pool of applicants for jobs can also be

affected by the pay structures put in place.

3 The Model

We use a very simple political agency model to consider the effect of

varying politicians’ wages on policy outcomes.11 The model shows how

there are three main effects from changing the value of holding political

10See also, McCormick and Tollinson (1981).
11Among existing models, this is closest in spirit to Smart and Sturm (2003a).
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office:

• Ex ante selection — wages can affect the kinds of people who choose
to enter politics

• Incentives — wages can affect the political behavior of those who
are elected

• Ex post-selection — wages can affect the ability of the political
process to evaluate the quality of candidates who hold office

Time is infinite and in each period a polity has a series of elections to

determine who is to hold office. Denote the election dates as t = 1, ....

Each politician is elected to serve for a maximum of two terms. In

each term, he makes a single political decision, denoted by et ∈ {0, 1}.
The payoff to voters and politicians depends on a state of the world

st ∈ {0, 1} which is only observed by the incumbent. Each state occurs
with equal probability. Voters receive a payoff ∆ if et = st and zero

otherwise.

A politician can serve at most two terms. They are two types —

congruent and dissonant. Let the type be denoted i ∈ {c, d} and let
π be the probability that a randomly picked politician from the pool is

congruent. For the moment we treat this as exogenous. However, we

relax this in section 3.2.

The difference between the two types of politicians concerns their

willingness to do what voters want. Congruent politicians share voters

objectives either through a sense of duty or because their preferences are

aligned. Dissonant politicians obtain private benefits from deviating

from the voters’ preferred policy — they get a private benefit of r ∈ [0, R]
from picking et 6= st. This benefit is drawn randomly each period

according to a (continuous) distribution function G (r). This payoff
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could be derived from the preferences of the politician or from the fact

that he is willing to accept bribes from third parties to pick something

other than what voters want. The exact interpretation is not important.

We denote the realized value by rt and the (time invariant) mean is µ.

All politicians (regardless of type) get a payoff E from holding office.

We can think of this benefit as comprising any pure ego rents plus any

wage from holding office. The variable E could also depend on office

perks such as pensions or free housing. It is the variable E that we

allow to vary with politicians wages.

With probability (1− q), the dissonant politician is incapable of tak-
ing the action which voters like.12 For the moment we normalize the

politician’s outside option to zero. Voters and politicians discount the

future with common discount factor β < 1.

Each period nature determines the state of the world and the type of

politician if the politician is new. The incumbent politician then picks

his preferred action. Voters observe their payoff and decide whether

or not to re-elect the incumbent or to return to the pool of potential

politicians. Once disposed of, we assume that the politician cannot

resume office in the future. Denote the term in office being served by

an incumbent by j ∈ {1, 2}. The action of a politician at time t is

denoted by et (s, i, j) with s ∈ {0, 1} , i ∈ {c, d} and j ∈ {1, 2}.
An equilibrium of the model is a series of actions and voting decisions

such that voters use Bayes rule and both voters and politicians optimize.

We will focus on equilibria in which the actions of politicians are time

invariant, depending only on the state of the world, the type of the

politician, and the term that the politician is serving.

12This assumption is made for convenience so that the kind of equilibrium we study

exists for all values of E > 0. It could be derived equivalently by having a third

group of politicians who never do what voters want.
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3.1 Equilibrium Behavior

Congruent politicians always choose the outcome that voters prefer in

both terms in office, i.e. e (s, c, j) = s for j ∈ {1, 2}. The decision of the
dissonant politician is more interesting. In his second term in office, he

will always pick his own preferred outcome. Hence e (s, d, 2) = (1− s).
His period one decision is more interesting. With probability (1− q) he
picks (1− s) . With probability q, he may choose to do what the voters
like. Suppose that by doing so, he will get re-elected. (We will need to

check whether this is consistent with voter optimization.) He will weigh

the benefit in the form of his personal “rent” r1 against the re-election

benefit of β [µ+ E]. Thus, we have

e (s, d, 1) =

 s if r1 ≤ β [µ+ E]

(1− s) otherwise.

Thus, for small enough personal benefits and guaranteed re-election, he

is willing to mimic the congruent politician in his first term in office.

This is the efficiency wage like property of the model since higher on

the job rents can induce politicians to “do the right thing” in the short

run. Since the outside option is zero and there is a positive benefit

from dissonant behavior, dissonant politicians will only take the voters’

preferred action if there is some period two rent from holding political

office. Viewed ex ante, the probability that the dissonant politician

does what the voters want is qG (β [µ+ E]) ≡ λ (E), which is increasing

in E.

We now need to check whether this is consistent with voters behaving

optimally. To do so, let V N (π, E) be the value to the voter of starting

over with a new politician and let Π (π, E) be the probability that the

incumbent is congruent conditional on him generating a benefit of ∆ in

his first term. Using Bayes rule, it is straightforward to check that, with
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the equilibrium strategy described above, this is:

Π (π, E) =
π

π + (1− π)λ (E)
.

Let φ (π, E) = π + (1− π)λ (E) be the probability that a first term

incumbent generates the good action for voters. Then, the value of a

newly elected politician under this strategy is:

V N (π, E) = φ (π, E)
h
∆+ βΠ (π, E)∆+ β2V N (π, E)

i
+(1− φ (π, E)) βV N (π, E) .

This has two parts. The first is the case in which the politician in period

one does what voters want. In this case he is re-elected for one period

after which a new politician comes in. The second term is for the case

where the politician does not produce a period one benefit in which case,

there is a random selection from the pool. Thus voter welfare viewed

from period one is

V N (π, E) =
∆

(1− β)
·φ (π, E) (1 + βΠ (π, E))

[1 + βφ (π, E)]
=

∆

(1− β)
· φ (π, E) + πβ

[1 + βφ (π, E)]
.

This has a nice interpretation. The first term is the discounted value of

voter welfare if everyone behaved like congruent politicians. The second

term (multiplying this) is less than one and represents the reduction in

voter welfare due to the selection and incentive problems in political

life.

Using this expression, we now check whether re-electing an incum-

bent who has produced ∆ is optimal for the voters. This will be true if

and only if:

Π (π, E)∆+ βV N (π, E) ≥ V N (π, E)

which is equivalent to Π (π, E) ≥ φ (π, E) or

π ≥ (π + (1− π)λ (E))2 .
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Intuitively, this condition says that re-election is worthwhile if and only

if the conditional probability that the incumbent will make the right

choice for voters exceeds the probability that a new incumbent will.13

Putting this together, we now have.

Proposition 1 Suppose that π ≥ (π + (1− π) q)2, then for all E ≥ 0,
dissonant politicians deliver what voters want in period one with proba-

bility λ (E) and are re-elected for doing so.

This proposition allows us to generate some predictions about the

effect of wages on political behavior. First, consider the impact of

wages on the re-election chances of incumbents. It is straightforward

to see that re-election is equal to φ (π, E). This is also the probability

that the incumbent takes the action that the voter wants.

The effect of raising wages can be decomposed into two parts ex

post selection effects and incentive effects. The ex post selection effect

depends on the way in which raising politician’s wages changes the prob-

ability that a politician who produces ∆ is good, i.e. the informativeness

of good behavior. This is measured by π/φ (π, E) which is decreasing

in E. Thus having better behaved politicians reduces the chance that

any politician who is re-elected is of the congruent type. The incentive

effect is measured by φ (π, E) and is increasing in the politician’s wage.

Our first prediction from the model is:

Prediction 1: An increase in wages increases the probability of congru-

ence between voter preferences and policy outcomes. As a consequence,

it reduces turnover among first period incumbents.

13I first heard this argument from Michael Smart which appears quite general for

the kind of set-up being considered here. Smart and Sturm (2003b) develop this

logic further.
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Our next result concerns the difference between politicians who are

in their first and second term in office. A politician in their second term

takes the action that voters prefer with probability π/φ (E,w) while

a first term incumbent takes that action with probability φ (π, E) <

π/φ (E,w). The difference in these probabilities [π/φ (E,w)]−φ (E,w)

is decreasing in E. Thus, we have:

Prediction 2: Conditional on electing a dissonant politician, behavior

deteriorates over time. But politicians in their second term in office

behave better on average than those in their first term. The difference

between second period and first term incumbents is smaller, the larger

the politician’s wage.

Now we turn to optimal wage setting. Obviously there is a cost to

paying politicians more in the form of higher taxes needed to finance

wage payments. In general, we would expect two kinds of effects from

raising wages — selection effects and incentive effects (see Besley and

Smart (2003)). By raising wages, incumbents are more likely to do

what voters want. However, this leads to less information being revealed

in equilibrium since more dissonant incumbents are elected to a second

term in office. These effects tend to make many comparative statics

results in this class of models ambiguous. However, in this model, the

ambiguity is resolved in the direction of dominant incentive effects.14

Thus, we have:

Prediction 3: Increasing the value of holding office raises voter welfare.

This is not obvious.15 The incentive effect raises welfare in proportion

14See Besley (2003, chapter 3) for further discussion.
15While this paralells the more standard “efficiency wage” logic of Ferejohn (1986,

Proposition 5), he has a model with homogeneous politicians.
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to ∆ in the first term in office. However, the selection effect reduces

term two welfare and is of order −β π
φ
×∆.16 The former dominates the

latter since β π
φ
< 1. We will assess the robustness of this finding below.

In general, we would expect optimal wages from the voter’s point of

view to solve:

E = argmax
n
V N (π, E)− C (E)

o
where C (E) denotes the cost of raising tax revenue. The optimal wage

trades off the marginal cost of public resources against the marginal

benefits in improved politician behavior.

3.2 Standing for Political Office

In his classic book on voting, V.O. Key quips “If the people can choose

only from among rascals, they are certain to choose a rascal.” Key (1966,

page 7)). To understand whether the pool contains only “rascals” re-

quires a model in which the pool of candidates for office is endogenous.

Here, we specifically want to investigate the argument that paying politi-

cians more will lead “better people” to enter politics. When competence

is at stake, this seems clear.17 However, whether it is easier to attract

those who are more likely to place a greater weight on the interests of

voters is less clear cut.

In this section, we explore these ideas by making the pool of peo-

ple presenting themselves for political office endogenous. What matters

here is not that increasing wages attracts more people to politics, but

how the different types of politicians are differentially attracted by wage

increases. Is it the case that congruent or dissonant politicians are

relatively more likely to enter as wages increase?

16There is also a non-negative term due to the fact that along the equilibrium path,

the value of a retained incumbent is weakly higher than that of a new incumbent.
17Although see section four for a caveat to this.
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Here, we look at this issue very crudely — the winning politician is a

random selection from among those willing to serve. This abstracts from

many institutions that affect candidate selection such as campaigning,

party selection and voting.18 We suppose that there is a continuum of

potential politicians with outside per period wages w ∈ [0,W i] with

i ∈ {c, d}. We assume that this is uniformly distributed, with the

distributions differing for the two groups of politicians. Suppose that

the probability that a candidate is of the congruent type in the entire

pool of possible politicians is γ.

For congruent politicians, recruitment implies retention. A politician

will stay in office for a second term if E ≥ w. Since he is re-elected for
sure, he will also enter in period one if E ≥ w.19 Thus, the fraction of
congruent citizens who will be willing to enter politics is E

W c .

We now turn to the dissonant citizens and their decision to run as

candidates. Adding in the outside option will now lead to a slight modi-

fication of the model above as the optimal action of dissonant politicians

now depends upon their private sector wage rate. Specifically,

e (s, d, 1, w) =

 s if r1 ≤ β ([µ+ E]− w)
(1− s) otherwise.

Thus, politicians with more generous outside opportunities are less likely

to take the congruent action. This is because their rent from holding

political office compared to the private sector is smaller. Let w̄ be

the maximal private sector wage that a dissonant politician will forego

in order to become a politician. Then the probability of congruent

behavior by a randomly selected dissonant politician who is willing to

18See Besley (2003, chapter 6) for a preliminary effort in this direction.
19Two interesting possibilities are seniority premia for being in office (in the private

sector) and a risk on not being re-elected in which case retention can be a problem.
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serve is now

Λ (E, w̄) =
Z w̄

0
G (β ([E + µ]− w)) dw

w̄
.

Dissonant politicians are willing to serve if they are re-elected if µ+E ≥
w. We now look at recruitment on the assumption that this holds. If

a politician stays in the private sector, he will make a stream of utility

v (w) = w
(1−β) . Then, the value from entering politics when the private

sector option is w is:

P (E + µ,w) 1pt=1ptE +

ÃZ R

β[(E+µ)−w]
(r + βv (w)) dG (r)

!
1pt 1pt+G (β [E + µ]− w)

³
β (µ+ E) + β2v (w)

´
.

The dissonant politicians who participate in politics are those for which

v (w) ≤ P (w) . Solving this yields:

w ≤ (E + µ) + ψ (E + µ− w)

where ψ (x) =
−
R βx

0
rdG(r)

1+G(βx)β
< 0 and ψ0 (x) < 0. The last term on the

right hand side of this expression is the expected forgone rent (i.e. below

µ) due to behaving well in the first period. Thus, the critical wage

below which dissonant politicians will put themselves forward for office

is defined by

w̄ (E, µ) ≡ (E + µ) + ψ (E + µ− w̄ ((E,µ))) .

We assume that there is a unique solution to this equation.20 It is clear

that w̄ (E,µ) < E+µ. Hence, consistent with what we assumed above,

20The possibility of multiple equilibria is intriguiging. The mechanism is as follows.

There can be a high reservation wage option where a significant fraction of dissonant

politicians enter and expected rents are high since these politicians are less likely to

be tempted to pick the congruent action. In the low reservation wage equilibrium,

expected rents are relatively low as dissonant politicians who enter are more likely

to pick the dissonant action.
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dissonant politicians who are willing to enter are also willing to serve

a second term if they are re-elected. This implies that the fraction of

dissonant politicians who are willing to become politicians is:

w̄ (E,µ)

Wd

Using this, the fraction of congruent politicians in the pool of candidates

available for public office is:

π (E) =
γ

γ + (1− γ)
h
w̄(E,µ)
E

· Wc

Wd

i
This depends upon the relative returns to politics of dissonant and con-

gruent types and their relative private sector options. We now have:

Proposition 2 The quality of the politicians in the pool is higher if

wages are higher.

The rents earned by dissonant politicians make them more eager

to enter politics than congruent ones and raising wages redresses the

balance. Thus, the model predicts that, in addition to incentive effects,

raising wages improves the pool of politicians who are willing to serve.

The size of this effect depends on the ratio (1− γ) /γ. Thus, the effect

is larger if there is a relative dearth of congruent individuals.

This discussion leads to the following:

Prediction 4: Paying higher wages will tend to increase the fraction of

congruent politicians who will put themselves forward for office.

This prediction underpins the idea that we should find that the char-

acteristics of politicians should vary systematically with the wages that

are paid. Higher paying polities should have more individuals with

“desirable” characteristics standing.
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4 Discussion

Recent empirical work by Diermeier, Keane and Merlo (2002) suggests

that serving as a politician may boost private sector earnings after leav-

ing office.21 How this finding affects incentives, selection and turnover

depends on exactly how this premium accrues. If rewards are purely

for having served, regardless of performance while in office, then this

will affect the decision to come forward for elective office while leaving

performance in office unaffected.

If private sector rewards accrue disproportionately to those who have

been re-elected, say because congruent types are more valuable than dis-

sonant types in the private sector, then returns to public office that ac-

crue in the private sector will affect equilibrium behavior. In particular,

higher rewards will increase congruent behavior by dissonant politicians.

It could even induce such behavior even when a politician faces a term

limit. Overall, this is beneficial to voters. There would be a similar

effect from allowing politicians to run for further political office where a

past record of doing what voters want is valuable.

A downside from post office rewards would arise if dissonant behavior

were rewarded disproportionately in the private sector. For example a

politician who gives in to a special interest while in office may earn

an even larger reward upon leaving office. This will reduce congruence

although selection will play a key role. Public shows of dissonance that

earned rents would also lead to larger numbers of such individuals opting

for a career in public life, worsening the pool of potential politicians.

21Their data source is the U.S. Congress. Specifically, they find that congressional

experience increases wages in post-congressional occupations. They also estimate a

large non-pucuniary reward from holding a congressional seat suggesting that E in

our model will likely contain things other than monetary factors.
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The model has focused exclusively on differences between politicians

in terms of their willingness to act in voters’ interests. Another general

concern with politics is the competence level of politicians. We could

intrdouce such concerns by assuming that the private sector wage w

is a measure of competence and that there is a benefit to having a

competent office holder related to w. In this case, the voters would care

about the average value of w in the population of potential politicians.

The expected competence level among politicians is:

γ E
W c · E2 + (1− γ) w̄(E+µ)

Wd · w̄(E+µ)
2

γ E
W c + (1− γ) w̄(E+µ)

W d

.

Surprisingly, this is not necessarily increasing in E. There are two com-

peting effects. While the quality of participants from each group im-

proves as E increases, the weights also change. Specifically, increasing

E induces entry by the relatively less competent congruent group.22 For

small γ the first effect dominates and average competence increases.

We have not allowed congruent politicians to receive any direct utility

from helping voters. As we noted in the introduction, this kind of public

service motivation is frequently appealed to in political life. In this

model, it would mainly affect the set of individuals who chose to put

themselves forward, increasing the fraction of congruent politicians. If

public service motivation were high enough (essentially a stronger pull

into public life than rents earned by the dissonant politicians), then

the prediction on the effect of wages on the pool of politicians would

be overturned — raising wages would attract more dissonant relative to

congruent politicians. Indeed in such a world, there could be a case for

amateur politicians, i.e. making E as small possible.

It is also possible to question the proposition that raising wages ac-

tually improves the behavior of politicians. This is explored in Smart

22I am grateful to Rocco Macchiavello for the correct analysis of this point.
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and Sturm (2003c). For this to be a possibility, however, it must be the

case that political equilibria distort the behavior of congruent politicians

away from doing what voters want. This cannot happen in the current

set-up, but a variant of this model can capture this idea. Suppose that

the dissonant politician has a bias towards one of the actions and voters

observe the payoff from the actions taken only after the next election.

In this case, congruent politicians may choose the action which is against

the bias of dissonant politicians in order to get re-elected. Their incen-

tive to do so is greatest when holding office is most valuable, i.e. wages

are high. Thus increasing wages could actually reduce congruence.23

Our model of selection into the pool has focused exclusively on incen-

tives to become a politician and not on the active politics of candidate

selection. This is explored further in Besley (2003, chapter 6).24 There

are two main reasons why the best politicians from any self-selected

group may not be chosen for office — the fact that voters cannot coordi-

nate their actions to vote collectively for the highest quality candidates,

as in Besley and Coate (1997), and the possibility that parties do not

have the best incentives to run congruent candidates. This might be

true if the rents earned by congruent candidates were shared among the

party elite. If either of these forces are responsible for keeping can-

didate quality low, then there is no reason to expect wages to have a

favorable effect on the quality of candidates who are put forward from

among those who are willing to stand.

23This is what Smart and Sturm (2003a) call a timid equilibrium and is related to

the notion of pandering suggested by Maskin and Tirole (2000).
24See also Carrillo and Mariotti (2001) for a model of candidate selection by po-

litical parties.
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5 A Brief Look at Some Evidence

Although comprehensive testing lies beyond this lecture, it will help to

breath life into the ideas if we look briefly at some evidence. One nice

feature of the political agency model is its ability to make quite specific

predictions about how wages affect outcomes. However, political situ-

ations rarely meet the rather stark institutional setting of such models.

Notably absent from the models are long-lived institutions such as po-

litical parties and other systems of checks and balances that are charac-

teristic of most systems of government. The models are most promising

when applied in situations where there are directly elected chief execu-

tives with significant discretionary power. U.S. Governors are certainly

a promising setting as they do fit the basic theoretical structure fairly

well.25

Another significant advantage with the study of Governors is the

plentiful supply of data.26 In line with the theory, we will focus on

those states in the U.S. that impose a term limit on their Governors.

Leaving out Virginia which has a one term limit, this leaves a sample of

eighteen states.27 Table 2 gives the means of the main variables used in

the analysis.

As we discussed above, there is significant wage variation in the

salaries of U.S. Governors.28 In 1982 dollars, the median annual salary

25For this reason, Besley and Case (1995a,b) both test ideas from the political

agency literature on U.S. governors.
26Much of the data used were collected for the project in Besley and Case (2003).
27See Besley and Case (1995b) for background discussion of term limits for U.S.

Governors.
28Data on Governors salaries is available fairly straightforwardly. This contrasts

with data on legislators where it is extremely difficult to get any kind fo reason-

ably comparable measure. For example, legislatures differ considerably in the time

commitment that they require. However, it is hard to get data on perks and other
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is around $60,000.29 Wages are significantly higher in states that have

higher incomes per capita. In the sample of states used to produce Ta-

ble 3 below, the elasticity of the wage with respect to state income per

capita is 0.8. More populous states appear to pay lower wages — with an

elasticity with respect to the wage of -0.54. There is also evidence of a

negative correlation between wages are the length of term served by the

Governor. There is no significant relationship between wages and the

size of government.

Our main empirical evidence comes from a direct test of whether

congruence between the Governor and the citizens is higher when states

pay higher wages. To do this, we use a measure of congruence between

the ideological positions of the governor and the citizens using data con-

structed by Berry et al (1998). Our measure of congruence is minus

the absolute difference between the estimated governor and citizen ide-

ology in state i at time t. Berry et al (1998) provide two measures of

this, one based on scores from Americans for Democratic Action (ADA)

rating system and the other from ratings of the AFL/CIO’s Committee

on Political Education (COPE). These data are available for the period

1960-93.

Our theoretical model predicts greater congruence between governor

and citizen ideology if wages are higher — this could be because of either

selection or incentive effects. We would also expect governor’s in their

second period in office to be more congruent — since they have been re-

elected. Finally, we would expect a negative interaction term between

features of remuneration which could be important. Most Governors, for example,

receive a house and this may vary considerably in quality. The look at the data is

sketchy and exploratory. I am grateful to Ray Fisman for providing me with the

data.
29The wage data come from DiTella and Fisman (2001).
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these two variables, i.e., a smaller term limit effect in states that pay

higher wages.

The specification that we run is:

cit = αi + βt + θwit + γrit + ρ (wit ∗ rit) + χyit + εit (1)

where cit is the congruence measure, αi is a state fixed effect, βt is a year

fixed effect, rit is a dummy variable which equals one in all years in which

the governor cannot run for re-election, wit is a dummy variable which

equals one when the governor is paid above the median governor’s wage

for the whole sample, yit represents other exogenous variables and εit is

the error. In estimating (1) we allow for robust standard errors. Our

exogenous variables include both basic state economic and demographic

controls — the log of real income per capita, the log of state population,

the population aged over 65 and aged 5-17. We also include various

political controls — the party of the governor, who controls the legislature,

and whether there is divided control of the governor’s chair and the

legislature.

The results are presented for both congruence measures in Table 3.

The first and third columns do not include the interaction between wages

and term limit — this term appears in the specification of columns (2)

and (4). All four columns of the table suggest that states that paying

higher wages leads to more congruent Governors. Also in line with the

model, Governors who are term limited are more congruent. This is

consistent with the importance of the selection effect in elections. The

results on the interaction terms are not so encouraging to the theory — in

neither case do we see the predicted negative interaction effect. Among

the other coefficients, note that the political controls are always signifi-

cant with Democratic governors being more congruent while Democratic

legislatures reduced congruence. Divided government also leads to less
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congruent outcomes.

These reduced form findings are consistent with either a selection or

incentive effect. To see whether wages affect observable characteristics

of successful candidates, we correlated various Governors characteristics

with the high wage variable. There is a positive and significant corre-

lation between the high wage states and the governor being a lawyer.

There is also a positive correlation with years of political experience and

(relatedly) the age of the governor. This merits a more detailed inves-

tigation — ideally we would look at characteristics of candidates rather

than elected politicians.

The evidence is crude. However, there is sufficient encouragement

here to suggest the need for a more detailed investigation. One major

challenge for future research is to find ways of treating wages as endoge-

nous while studying political accountability.

6 Concluding Comments

This lecture has suggested an organizing framework for thinking about

how the remuneration of politicians affects their behavior and the pool

of politicians. The theoretical building block has been a political agency

model with term-limited politicians. While this is a rather special con-

text, some clean insights were generated. The centre-piece of the behav-

ioral predictions concerned how wages would affect the use of elections

as accountability mechanisms. We also modified the approach to think

about the likely pool of politicians that will put themselves forward for

election.

Our testing ground for these ideas was U.S. Governors. They are

ideally suited for the model given that they are individually accountable

and the richness of the data available. The empirical results are weakly
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encouraging to the view that pay rates of politicians affect behavior of

this sample of politicians either by changing incentives or by altering the

pool of politicians who put themselves forward for office. However, it is

clear that the present exercise is only a first pass and much more needs

to be done to produce a definitive account.

In thinking about what makes office holding valuable, wages may not

be of first order importance. Indeed, they could be a fairly small part

of what motivates politicians to enter and to act in the voters’ interest.

Hence, it does seem important to look at the wider factors that make

political life attractive. In understanding how electoral mechanisms

achieve accountability, it is likely that the selection and incentives of

politicians depend importantly on the costs and benefits of public life.

More generally, studying what goes into the making of a political

class has received comparatively little attention relative to the staple

public choice concern of keeping wayward politicians honest. The study

of models with heterogeneous types opens up a rich vein of possibilities

for both theoretical and empirical research in political economy.
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Table 1: Political Chief Executives in Four Countries 

 

 France Sweden 
United 

Kingdom 
United States 

President or Prime Minister's Salary $80,000 $130,000 $270,000 $400,000 

Salary/GDP per capita 3.05 5.11 10.60 11.02 

Salary(000s) per Billion  Dollars of 
Government Expenditures 

0.33 1.18 0.50 0.23 

Salary(000s)/Population (millions) 1.31 14.62 4.49 1.37 

 
Notes: Sources Congressional quarterly, www.cabinet-office.gov.uk, www.sweden.gov.se, 
www.telegraph.co.uk (France), CIA fact book, OECD plus author’s calculations.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics 

  Mean Standard Deviation 

Governor's wage ($1982) 
(all 48 continental states, 
1950-2000) 

63224.15 18735.64 

Governor is paid above 
median wage 

0.69 0.46 

Governor faces binding term 
limit 

0.56 0.50 

Governor is a Democrat 0.67 0.47 

Democrats control both 
houses 

0.82 0.38 

Divided Government 0.29 0.45 

Log of real income per capita 
($1982) 

16.90 1.15 

Log of state population 15.08 0.71 

% population aged 65 and 
above  

0.11 0.24 

% population aged 17 and 
below 

0.23 0.04 

Congruence (COPE) -21.10 10.98 

Congruence (ADA) -17.65 10.76 

 
Notes: Sample (except where stated) is for the years 1960-93 for the eighteen states that 
had term-limits over the whole period (excluding Virginia).   
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Table 3. Congruence 
  
(1) (2) (3) (4)  
 Congruence 

(COPE) 
Congruence 
(COPE) 

Congruence 
(ADA) 

Congruence 
(ADA) 

Governor is paid 
above median 
wage 

2.489 
(3.63)** 

2.711 
(2.68)** 

2.189 
(3.59)** 

1.738 
(1.90) 

Governor faces 
binding term limit 

1.995 
(3.07)** 

2.282 
(1.89) 

0.842 
(1.54) 

0.258 
(0.24) 

Governor is paid 
above median 
wage * binding 
term limit 

 -0.383 
(0.30) 

 0.779 
(0.68) 

Governor is a 
Democrat 

3.855 
(4.70)** 

3.842 
(4.69)** 

3.597 
(5.51)** 

3.624 
(5.59)** 

Democrats control 
both houses 

-3.735 
(3.46)** 

-3.705 
(3.41)** 

-1.323 
(1.36) 

-1.383 
(1.42) 

Divided 
Government 

-3.043 
(3.73)** 

-3.039 
(3.72)** 

-1.920 
(2.90)** 

-1.929 
(2.91)** 

log of real income 
per capita ($1982) 

-24.452 
(3.30)** 

-24.249 
(3.24)** 

-33.170 
(4.82)** 

-33.582 
(4.85)** 

log of state 
population 

11.327 
(1.30) 

10.968 
(1.24) 

12.829 
(1.55) 

13.561 
(1.61) 

% population aged 
65 and above 

-35.423 
(0.69) 

-35.919 
(0.70) 

37.991 
(0.84) 

39.000 
(0.86) 

% population aged 
17 and below 

102.322 
(1.80) 

103.404 
(1.82) 

43.576 
(0.89) 

41.374 
(0.83) 

State fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
     
     
Observations 612 612 612 612 
R-squared 0.68 0.68 0.76 0.76 
 
Notes:  Robust t statistics in parentheses (* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%).  The results use data 
for the eighteen states that always had term limits in the period 1960-93 (excluding Virginia which has a 
one-term limit).  The congruence measure is taken from Berry et al (1997).   It is minus the absolute 
difference between the ADA/COPE scores of the citizens and the Governor in each state for each year.  
Governor’s wage data were supplied by Ray Fisman and are documented in DiTella and Fisman (2002).  
The variable used is a dummy variable equal to one if the state pays the Governor more than $60,000 in 
real 1982 dollars. Divided Government is a dummy variable which equals one if the Governor’s chair and 
the legislature are controlled by different parties.  For sources of economic and demographic data, see 
Besley and Case (2003). 
  

 


